KRAK
IN DUB
Dub to Jungle - Live set

Insatiable producer, Krak in Dub has left his imprint globally by setting parties on fire and by sharing his love for music!
With hundreds of shows and over 60 vinyl releases, he is renowned for his dub to jungle blend. The Argentinian has established successful labels such
as Fogata Sounds and Galletas Calientes. He colabs with legends such as Capleton, Anthony B, Aries, Dubmatix, Systema Solar and many more.
Born in Buenos Aires in 1975, he arrived in France a few years later after living in Brazil to escape the dictatorship going on in Argentina.
Raised in his father’s congas workshop, surrounded by music in the arms of a mother who was a professional dancer. Shamanism, Candomble,
curanderos and afro-latin rituals are part of his education. His roots and influences in music are deep into black music specially in jazz, so when he
discovered Reggae and Sound System way of life in the early 90’s he had a real revelation and found a path to follow. His genuine humanist and
libertarian approach to life and music supports a borderless vision of dance, trance and friendship.
In 1996 he joins the most junglist free party sound from France, the Mas I Mas Sound System and becomes dj, selector and SoundMan! He
soon launches his own labels (Random Records, Mas I Mas and Galletas Calientes) to produce his fellow musicians and his own tunes and plays in
parties, clubs, radios and raves. With the krew he is also part of the BoomBoom Line pirate TV show, spreading counter culture in a real underground
way!
2003 is a year of changes for KiD, his mentor DJ Willyman (RIP) dies, the anti-free party laws strikes France hard, in one word, the situation is
uncertain. That’s when KiD decides to make two major moves in his life and career. First he starts his live set project and quits being a dj, second he
joins the Reverse Mastering family (RiP YannDub) and launches DK Mastering (where he still works as a vinyl and mastering engineer) with his
partner HdK. Those two changes affect his life hugely, the studio busyness introduces KiD to a bunch of reggae producers and artists for who he will
soon work as a remixer / music producer (Inkalink Records, Soul Vibes, Irie Ites, Echo Minott). The studio also gives him the opportunity to be part
of the vinyl industry, while the live set project takes his on stage gigs to an international level. Producing big remixes like « Prophet Rides Again » for
Capleton (Inkalink records) and traveling world wide to play them will be his occupation and goal. Now after 3 Lp’s and many singles he is preparing
some new flavours for the massives them!

KiD plays in his own and very unique style, incandescent multitrack live sets with exclusive content! From Paris to Bogota, New
York to Moscow, Krak in Dub delivers blazing shows from Dub to Jungle. Featuring the line ups of massive festivals like Dour (Be),
BoomTown (UK), Reagge Sun Ska (Fr) he plays on many Sound Systems. Hosted by Mungo's Hifi on multiple occasions, blessed to dub
on Legal Shot, Sinai or Electrikal, he always takes advantage by pushing the bass line to spread the right vibration to the crowd!
On stage he plays with a killer MC combo featuring top ranking artists such as Demolition Man aka Ras Demo, Troy Berkley, Echo Minott,
Eva Lazarus, Jamalski or even the original Studio One artist Lone Ranger.

Experience the Rubadubstep tunes from the Fogata camp played in multi track dub technique,
get a piece of the vocal and version
and feel the tempo getting faster as KiD rolls out with his classic jungle bombs!

www.krakindub.com
www.galletascalientes.com
Label contact: fogata.sounds@gmail.com
Vinyl distribution: admin@toolboxrecords.com
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